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publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1879 Excerpt: . . . in which they are involved, in the hands of
later geographers. There has indeed been great discrepancy of opinion among modern writers with
regard to the distance actually traversed, and the farthest point to which the navigators attained.
Gossellin refused to believe that they advanced farther than Cape Noun (in 28 40 N. lat. );a but this
view, though adopted by Walckenaer, 3 may be safely rejected as utterly untenable. It does not
indeed satisfactorily explain or agree with any of the principal facts recorded, and is in fact based
solely on the assumption that the ancients could not make voyages of any considerable length.
Major Kennell on the contrary, in a very valuable and elaborate examination of the question, 5
came to the conclusion that the Southern Horn--the farthest point actually attained by the
expedition--was identical with Sherboro Sound, just beyond Sierra Leone (in N....
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